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The meeting was organized by I. R~iten (Trondheim) and C. M. Ringel (BieIe
feld).

Scveral talks of the meeting focussed on the calculation of quivers and rela-
. tions in representation theory and various other fields of mathematics. Experts

from algebraic topology, algebraic and symplectic geometry, group representa
tion thcory, algebraic group theory and representation theory of Lie a1gebras
alld quantum groups reported on situations where quivers and their relations
appear, anel where their camputation leads to new insights.

Fllrt.her topics of the meeting were the application of combinatorial, geomet
rie and homological methods in representation theory of algebras, for example
yielding a b~tter understanding of several classes of tarne algebras, homological
properties of representations, tilting modules and degenerations of modules.

Thc st.imulating talks presented many results and open questions, suggesting
direct.ions for future research. They initiated interesting discussions anel con- ,
versations, leading to solutions of some problems posed in the lectures.

The talks reßccted t.he rieh development and the liveliness of the field, and its
int.erplay with other branehes of mathematics.

Thc inspiring atmüsphere of büth the loeation and the meeting, the growth as
weH as thc deepening of contacts were very stimulating for all participants, and
will certainly contribute tü further progress.
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Abstracts of talks at the meeting

H. H. ANDERSEN

Tilting modules for algebraic groups and quantum groups

Let G be a reductive algebraic group over a field k of characteristic p. Fix
a maximal torus T, set X = X (T), the character group of T and choose a
dominant chamber X+. For each dominant weight ..\ E X+ we have the \Veyl
module A(A)~ the dual Weyl Inodule \7(..\) and the simple module L(A), a11
having highest weight..\. In addition there exists a unique indecomposable
tilting module T(..\) with heighest weight ..\. Here tilting means having hoth a
A-filtration and a V-filtration. Ir {Al, "\2," . ~ Ar} = {v I [T(A) : A(v)] ::j:. O} is
ordered such that Ai > Aj only if i < j then T(..\) has a unique A-filtration of
the form

oC ß{..\) = Eo C EI C ... C Er =: T{'\)

with EilEi - 1 ~ A(Ai)di • We recall the RingeljDonkin construction which givcs
di = dirn Ext~:{L~('\i)~Ei-d· "
The very same procedure works for the quantum gn,ups Uq correspollding to G
when q E <8 is a p'th root of 1. Denoting the tiltinc:: module by TCJ(A) in this
casc we have

Conjecture: Suppose (A + p~ QV) < p2 for all roots 0: and p > h. Then
eh T(A) = ch Tq (..\}.

We show that this conjecture is equivalent to a statement about thc
ExthA (AA (..\i), Ei-d, i = 1, ... , r where A = IZ[VJcP.V-l)'

H. J. BAUES

Classiflcation of homotopy types

Let VI, V2 , V3 , V4 , Vs and H be finitely generated free abelian groups. Moreover
let M be an· automorphism of V = VI EB V2 E9 V3 EB V4 EB Vs given by a matrix
M ij of the form

VI V2 V3 V4 ~s
VI *,
V2 0
V3 ,0 0
V4 0 0 0
Vs 0 0 0 0
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Here 0 is the zero matrix and * denotes matriees divisible by 2 and . denotes
matriecs. T~en M aets on the abelian group

For example M I2 E Hom(V2, VI) is divisible by 2 and aets by

Thc same holds for M I3 . All the other entries Mij aet by using the eanonieal
inclusions 7l/2 C 7l/4 C 7l/8. For example M I5 aets by

M IS ® 4 : Vs ® 7l/2 ~ VI ® 7l/8

aud M 32 aets by M 32 ® 7l/4. We define an equivalenee relation for homomor
phisms u, u' : H ~ V by setting u ,...., u' if there exists an automorphism N of H
and M as above with MuN-I = u'. Each u is equivalent to a surn UI ffi ... (Bur

wllere the Ui are indecornposable. Moreover tbis decomposition of U is unique
up to permutation.

"Classify and describe explicitely all indeeomposable equivalenee classes!"

This classifieation implies tbe classifieation of all 2-primary (r - l)-conneeted
(1' + 4}-dimensional homotopy types with finitely generated torsion free homol
ogy, T ~ 4.

H. J. BAUES

Homology types in tbe stahle range with at most two 'homotopy
groups whicb are not trivial

An abelian group E is elementary if E is a finite direct sum of eyclic groups of
prime order. An elementary funetor from abelian groups to abelian groups is a
funetor of thc form F(A) = Ae9EffiA* E' where E and E' are elementary. Car
tan showed that all stable Eilenberg-Mac Lane functors HnK(A, m), n < 2m,
are elementary. This leads to the following problem in representation theory.
Considcr the category for which the objects are given by ehain complexes

H I -t E(A) ~ T ~ F(A) -t 0

where H 1 , A, T are finitely generated abelian groups and H 1 is free. More
ovef the ehain complex is exaet in E(A) and F(A) and E and F are elementary
fUlletors which are fixed. Morphisms in the category C(E, F) are tripie of homo
morphisms h : H 1 --+ H~, a : A -+ A', t : T -+ T' eompatible with the operators
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in the chain complex. Two morphisms (h, 0, t) and (h', 0', t') are equivalent if
h =- h', 0 = 0' and t. = t~ : cokernel(8) ~ cokernel(8'). Then C(E, P)I ,.....,
is an additive category. The classification of indecomposables in C(E, P)I ,.....,
yields the classification of all indecomposable spaces with -at most 2 nontrivial
homotopy groups 1rm and 1rn , 1n < n < 21n.

T. BRÜSTLE

Orbits of parabolic subgroups aod good modules over certain quasi
hereditary algebras

Let P be a 'parabolic subgroup of a reductive algebraic group G. It acts by

conjugation on its unipotent radical Pu as weIl as on the members Pt~l) of the
lower descending central series of Pu and on their Lie algebras p~;).
Recently, L. Hille and G. Röhrle determined those parabolic subgroups of clas
sical groups such that the number of orbits on Pu is finite. In joint \Vork with
L. Bille, we extend this result in case G = GL(V) tü all p~), lEIN. Recall that.
a. parabolic subgroup of GL(V) is of the form P = Stab F, where F is a proper
flag of length t:

Theorem: Let k be an infinite field, and P C GL(V) a parabolic subgroup of
the form P = Stab F, F a proper flag 01 length t. Then the number of 07'bits

0/ P on p~) is finite precisely when t :S 5 in case l = 0 and t :S 2l +6 for l ~ 1.

The proof follows an idea of P. Gabriel. For fixed rank l, the orbits of all P
on all p~) are identified with the isomorphism classes of good modules over a
quasihereditary algebra A(t, l).
example:

A(t,O) : 1~2
~

ß
t - lQ~ t I ß ß' 1~ 0 = Oln , ... , t - 1

ß

S. DONKIN

On the existence of Aulander-Reiten sequences of group representa
tians

We consider the problem of the existence of almost split sequences in the cate-
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gory of finite dimensional modules for a group r, over a field k. Defining O(r) to
be the largest normal subgroup of r such that all finite dimensional kr-modules
are semisimple, on restrietion to O(f), we show in particular that if there is
any almost split sequence of finite dimensional kr-modules then r/O(r) has
a torsion free subgroup of finite index. The method is to consider instead the
corresponding problem for an affine group scheme G over k. From the solution
to this problem we can read of a solution to the corresponding problem also for:
discrete modules for profinite groups; finite dimensional modules for enveloping
algebras; and restriced finite dimensional modules for restricted enveloping al
gebras.

P. DRÄXLER

Circular biextensions of tarne concealed algebras

Fix an algebraically c10sed field k. For n E lN define

Let B be tarne concealed, U.\ElPdk} T(A) the indecomposable regular B-(left)
modules, T(A) a stahle tube of rank n(A) E lN for each A E :Pt{k).
For A ~ lP I (k) let {~lTn(.\)-l X, ... ITl X} he the r-orbit of ohjects of

=x
lcngth = 2 in T(A).
Definc R(A) as the contravariant representation of C n (.\} given by

where thc Ii are non-zero maps. Thus R("\) is a B-Cn(.\)-bimodule.
For a fhlite subset T = {Al,·" I At} of IP I (k) put C(T) := Cn(.\I) X '" X Cn(.\c)

and R(T) := Ea:=l R(Ad. Hence R(T) is a B-C(T)-bimodule.
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Theorem: Let 5, T be two finite subsets 0/ JP l (k). The algebra

(S)B(T)
"'--w--"

circular biextension
(

C(T) 0
.- R(T) B

DR(S) ®B R(T) DR(S)

is tarne provided

1. B 0/ type IDn , T = {Al}' S == {JJl}, n(At} = n(llt} = 11"": 2 or

2. B 0/ type Äp,q, T = {Al,A2}, S = {1l1,J.L2}, n(Ad = n(J.Ld = p, n(A2) =
n(JL2) = q.

Conven,ely, i/ (S)B(T) is tarne and SUT f:. 0, then (S)B(T) is a subbit~xtension

0/ one 0/ the cases 1., 2..

Y. A. DROZD

Solution of a problem raised by H. J. Baues

Thc complete list of indecomposable objects in tll(~ category F A 4 has been
calculated and the laws of decomposition of objects of this category into direct.
sums of indecomposables has been established.

Y. A. DROZD

Same finite-dimensional algebras related to the classification of vector
bundles over projective curves

A 'projective configuration' is by definition a projective curve such that aU its
components ·are projective lines and all intersections are transversal. To cach
projective configuration C one ean associate a finite dimensional algebra A(C)
such that the classification problems for A{C)-modules and for vector bundlcs
over C are "almost equivalentu

. For instance, if C is just pI with one simple

self-intersection, then A(C) is .:.:. with xet = yß = O. The question
" 11

arises to give apriori reasons for this eorrespondance.
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Solution of tbe problem arising from the classification of topological
spaces with 2 non-trivial homotopy groups

The problem is to classify chain complexes of the form H -4 E(A) -4 T ~

F(A) -4 0 exact in underlined terms, where A, T, H are finitely generated
abelian groups, His free and E(A) := A®E1 EBA*~, F(A} := A®F1 EaA*F2

for some elementary abelian groups.

Results:

1. this problem is:

(a) 0/ finite type i/ tor all p, among the orders 0/ EI, ~, F1 , F2 there is
only one divisible by p (but not by p2),

(b) tarne i/ either orders 0/ EI, F2 are divisible by p (not by p2) and the
orders 0/ E 2, F1 are p-free or vice versa,

(c) wild otherwise.

2. In tlle tarne case a complete list 0/ indecomposable objects is given.

K. ERDMANN

Quivers and relations for same group algebras and related a(~ebras

L(-!t A be thc group algebra of same finite group, or a Hecke algebra of some
finite Coxeter group. In spite of many tools and results available, to find the
quiver and relations for the basic algebra of A is a hatd problem. The aim of
the lecture was to describe same Inethods, results and difficulties.
In particular we discussed the case of symmetrie groups (and Hecke algebras of
symmetrie groups).

E. L. GREEN

Projective resolutions and Ext

This represents joint work with 0. Solberg and D. Zacharia. A new approach
to finding minimal projective resolutions for both finite dimensional modules
over finite dimensional quotients of path algebras and for graded modules over
(Iength) graded quotients of path algebras.
We begin with generators and relations of the A-module M and construct a
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filtration ... Pn C Pn - 1 C ... c Po where Po is the kr-projeetive eover of the
module in question, where A == kfI I. All information, including homomor
phisms is included in this filtration. We give algorithms to eonstruet the Pu 's.
We also show that given the filtrat ions for both AIr and M, (where A = krI I,
I admissible) the a1gebraic structure of Exe (AIr, AIr) can be fouud and the
structure of Ext*(M, Air) as an Ext*(A/r, A/r)-module is also encoded in the
filtrations.
We also provide new examples where the projective dimension of a simple mod
ule and gl dirn Aare charaeteristie dependent.

D. HAPPEL

On hereditary categories with tilting object

Let 1l be a hereditary, abelian, locally finite k-eategory (k algebraically c10sed
ficld). TE 11. is called a tiltingobject iEFac T = [(T) := {X E 11.1 Ext 1 (T, X) :::=
O}. Ir T is a tilting object, then End T is called a quasitilted algebra.
Zxarnples of hereditary categories containing a tilting object are fiod H (cate
gory offinitely generated modules over a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra)
allel coh X (category of coherent sheaves over a weighted projeetive line). It is
eonjeetured that these are the only two classes of such categories (up to dcrivcrl
equivalence). Besides a summary oE known results in t his direetion the following
two results were presented:

Theorem: If 1l is a .hereditary category with tilting object containing an inde~

composable directing object, then 11.. is derived equivalent to mod H for a finite
dimensional hereditary algebra H.

Theorem: 1/ 1l is a hereditary category with tilting object containing a simple
object, then 11. is derived equivalent to one 0/ the classes mentioned above.

A. S. KLESHCHEV

On dimensions of simple Sn-modules

The irreducible modules of the symmetrie group Sn in characteristic p are COIl

strueted as the simple tops of the Specht modules. This implicit realization
does not give answers to many important questions on the simple modules. In
this expository talk we presented some of the results which may be.considered
a.s steps towards deseribing the dimensions of the simple modules. The maiu
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tool is the branching rulest i.e. the results on the restrietions to the natural
subgroup Sn-I' We also described an applieation to the ideal strueture of the
modular group algebra of the finitary symmetrie group.

S. KÖNIG

Brauer algebras

Brauer introdueed these algebras as a tool for deeomposing VOm over O(n) or
Sp(2n) (over any field k). ~10re generallYt a Brauer alge~ra B(nttS) (71. E N,
~ E k) can be defined by generators and relations or via a k-basis of diagrams.
One gets hack Brauer's algebras by putting tS = n or tS = -2n.
Oue is interested in the vertices and in the connected components of the quiver
of B(n,tS). .'
The first question has been answered by Graham and Lehrer (96) by showing'
that B(n, tS) is eellular.
In joint work with C. C. Xi another (less eomputational) proof of this result
is givcn by showing that 8(n, tS) is an iterated inflation of group algebras of
symmetrie groups: as vector spaees, B(n, tS) = kEn EB (V2 ® V2 ® kEn - 2 ) EB (V4 ®
1I4 0 kE n - 4 ) ffi ... (and these 'pieees' yield a cell chain).
This implies' an answer to the seeond question as weIl in the case of d regular.
(~ regular mcans non-vanishing of eertain determinants, this is the generic ease;
hy a result of Wenzl only 'smalI' integers are not regular.)

Theorem (König-Xi): k any jield, tS regular. Then B(n, tS) is Morita equiva~

lent to kEn (f) kEn - 2 ffi ....
Hcncc the blocks 0/ B(n, d) are known in that case.

Allother eonsequcnee of Dur deseription of B(n, tS) as iterated inflation is an 'ex
plicit' description of its simple modules, thus reproving and extending a result
hy Kerov.

H. KRAUSE

On extensions of simple functors (on work of Piriou and Schwartz)

I ~ave areport on same reeent work of Piriou and Schwartz. They study the
abelian category :F of all functors mod k -+ Mod k from finite dimensional to
an vcctorspaces over a field k with p ele~ents (p a prime). This category is
of intcrest for topologists since the mod p eohomology of aspace eau be inter
prcted as an object in:F. In fact, the eategory of unstable modules over the
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modp Steenrod algebra is equivalent (modulo nilpotent objeets) to the eate
gor)' of loeaJly finite objeets in:F. Piriou and Schwartz consider a filtration
:Fo C :F1 C :F2 C ... of localizing suheategories of :F and prove that :Fn / :Fn -] is
equivalent to Mod kEn where kEn denotes the group algebra of the symmetrie
group En- This filtration is used to give a complete classification of the simple
objects in :F, and it is shown that Ext}.(S, S) = 0 for every simple object S in
F.

Brauer-Severi varieties and quivers

In this talk I tried (hut failed) to show how oue can describe an orderfA,
with the property that mod~A is smooth, loeally by a quiver. The idea is
that a maximal ideal m of the center of A corresponds to an isoclass of a
semi-sirnple n-dimensional module SSm = s~el ffi ... ffi s~ele with Si sim
ple of dimension di , whence n = 'E eidi. The stabilizer subgroup of 8Sm in
mod~A is then GL(o:) = GLe1 x ... x GLe ,. Y GLn • Computing the nor
mal space to the orbit one obtains a quiver-situation (Qm, a) where Qm is a
quiver on 1n vertices describing the "trace preserviIlJ!;" selfextensions of SSm'
It then follows from comhining Luna's theory of etale slices with Procesi's re
construction result (recovering A from mod~A) thiJt Am is isomorphie to the
eompletion (at the zero representation) of the ring of GLn-equivariant maps
GL n xGL(o) Rep(Qm, a) -+ Mn(<C). Moreover, for fixed dimension of thc center
of A one can cornpile a list of possible occuring quiver-settings.
As a consequence one can describe the fibers of Van den Bergh's Brauer-Severi
variety associated to A and show that it is a smooth projeetive spaee bundle
over the variety oE the center. In particular, one can extend the Artin-Mumfonj
geometrie deseription oI maximal orders in quaternion algebraS over a smooth
surface having nonsingular curves of ramification to arbitrary degree.

Q. MATHIEU

On the COhOlllOlogy of symplectic manifolds

Let X be a compact riemannian manifold. A differential form 0' is caUed har
monie iff da = d* 0' = O. Here d is the de Rham differential and d* = *d* where
* is the Hodge operator (usually, one requires Äa =0; it's equivalent). Hodge's
Theorem asserts that any eohomology dass contains exaet1y one harmonie form.
Make new hypotheses: let X be a compaet sympleetic mallifold. We can definc
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a Hodge operator * and again set d· = *d*. Similarly, a harmonie form is a
form killed by d and d·. By analogy with the riemannian case, J. L. Brylinksi
proposed thc following conjecture: any cohomology dass can be represented by
at least Olle harmonie form. The answer of this conjecture is nno". Indeed we
proved

Theorem: BryLinkski 's conjecture hoLds iJJ X satisfies the strong Lefchetz the
orem, i.e. [w i ]: Hn-i(X) ~ Hn+i(X) is an isomorphism for all i, where
71. = ! dirn X, and where [wi ] is the cup product by the i-th power of the sym
pLectic form.

The relation with tbe present conference is as folIows: the theorem is uased on
Gabriel's theorem on representations of quivers of type A (see my publication
in Conlm. Helv.). As pointed out by some auditors, it corresponds with the
quivcr

T+
.:.:.:.: ....

T-

with relations (T±)2 = 0, [T+, T-] = O.

O. lVIATHIEU

Representations of 51(n, 1) (after J. Germoni)

Let M bc thc category of finite dimensional representations of the Lie superal-'
gebra 51(71., 7Tl). Define the degree of tbe simple module L(A) with highest weight
..\ CiS t#{a E ß I (..\ + p, 0:) = O}. Denote by B(A) the block of M containing
L(A); the degree is indeed an invariant of the block. Say that 8(.\) is typical
(simply atypical) iff its degree is zero (iff it is one). It follows easily from tbe
work of V. G. Kac that a typical block is equivalent to nilpotent representa
tions of the quiver .:J. Let A be the graded algebra (T± I(T±)2 =0) witli".;,'
deg T± = ±1. By nilpotent A-module, we mean that [T+, r-] acts nilpotently.

Theorem (J. Germoni): If B(.\) is simply atypical, it is equivalent to the
cate.qory o{ nilpotent graded A-moduLes.

Thus it. follows [rom the work of C. M. Ringel on A that the indecomposable
Inodules of 8(..\) can be classified if B(..\) is simply atypical. It should be noted
that any block of 51(71.,1) is typicalor simply atypical, thus Germoni claC5si
fied alt 51(71., 1}-modules. Moreover Germoni proved that M contains some wild
blocks if 71., 7Tl ~ 2. Quite recently, V. Serganova announced the following nice
complement:

11
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Theorem (announced by V. Seganova): Two blocks 0/ same degree (re
gardless 0/11" 1n) are equivalent. In particular they are wild i/ their degree is
~ 2.

For simply atypical blocks, the quiver is:

T+.... ~.~.::.~ ....
T-

with relations (T±)2 = 0, [T+, T-] nilpotent.

H. MELTZER

Tarne tilting cornplexes ror hyperelliptic algebras

Let A be a canonical algebra in the sense of Ringel of type (2,2, ... ,2), t
entries. For t ~ 5 we call A hyperelliptic. We study tilting complcxcs in
the derived category Db(modA) = Db(cohX), wherc modA is the catcgory of
finite-dimensional right A-modules and cohX denotes the category of coherent
sheaves on the associated weighted projective line X in thc sense of Geigle and
Lf' ~zing.

Für such a tilting complex T it is shown that its endomorphisrn ring ~ admits
thc structure of a layered algebra. Furtherrnorc \\l: prove that two types of
diophantine equations in terms of the ranks and degrees of the indecomposablc
direct surnmands of T, or in terms of the entries of the Cartan matrix of ~, are
satisfied.
Wc determine the possible Cartan matrices for tarne layered algebras and give a
conlplete classification of a11 tarne algebras which are derived equivalent to a hy
perelliptic algebra. These algebras are described by quivers and relations where
thc parameters of X play an important role. We illustrate how these relations
can be deter-mined applying the interplay between vector bundles and sheaves
of finite length. As a consequence we see that such algebras are quasitilted cuul
exist only in case t ~ 8.
Applyillg results about perpendicular categories we also characterize all tame
algebras which are derived equivalent to t-subspace problem algebras.

S. A. OVSIENKO

Interplay between relations and additions

Let r = -(r0, r 1) be a finite connected teee, k be a field, A = kr/ I be a cate-
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gory. A set ~ = {4>} consists of labels of a minimal set of relations 4> : 0 -t ß,
O,ß E f OI 0 = 0(4)), ß = ß(r/J) and lJ : ~ -t kr, q, t-+ I E kr(o,ß) maps a
label to the corresponding relation. Also A = (A, V, j.&,c) is a box over A, where
JL : V -t V ®A V is a coassocative comultiplication, E : V -t A is a counit and
V does not contain a free direct summand (it is an analogue of minimality of a
set of relations). By TI = {t/J}, t/J E V(o,ß), 0 = 0(1/;), ß = ß(1/J) we denote the
set. of free generators of V, by (ind ..A) rep A we denote the category of (inde
cOlnposable) representations of ..A, by dirn: rep A -t 7lfo denote the dimension
map and by B = (BoI Bd the bigraph (oriented) Bo = r o, BI = rlll(~IIII)

with ohvious orientation, given by a, ß : BI -t ro. For J E 7lfo by ind ..A(d) we
denote the set dim-1(d), by '" the isornorphism relation. Then we obtain:

Theorem:

1. The representatian type 0/ A, the set dim(ind A) C 7lfo and the maximal

lIumber 0/ parameters in ind A(d)/ '" /or any d E (71+to do not depend l

on an orientation 0, ß, but anly on the unoriented bigraph 13 underlying
B.

2. I/

q(x) = L xo(l/J)xß(I/J) + L x; - L xo(a)xß(a) + L X o (1/J)Xß(1/J) ,

q,EcIl . "YEro aEf 1 wEn

the1l A i." 0/ finite type i/ and only i/ q(x} is weakly positive. In this case

dim : ind A/ '" -t. Et isa bijection, where Et = {x E (71+) r o lq(x) =
1} .

• // X E ind A, then HornA(X, X) = k, Ext~(X,X} = 0 /or i E

7l \ {Ol.

Thc pranf is based on the theory of D71GC representations: we correspond to
A a D71GC T, such that rep T is a "derived category" of rep A. Then for ·a"
(+)-admittcd vertex i E r 0 we construct a "refleetion" W i : T -t Ti, inducing
H'i : rep Ti -t rep T anel inducing in dimensions the usual reflection with re
spect. to lJ allel i Wi: 7ll'o -t 7lro- such that dim(Wi(X») = wi(dirn(X)) holds,
.\'" E illd A .

.J. A. DE LA PENA

Non-negative integral quadratic forms

A quadratic fon~ q : 7ln ~ ~ ofthe shape q(v) = L7=1 qiv(i)2+ Li<j qijv(i)v(j}
is saht to bc unit (resp. semiunit) if qi = 1 (resp. qi ~ 1).
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In representation theory of algebras there are important eXaIllples of unit fOrIn~

as~ociated to algebras. Let A = kQ / I be a finite dimensional k-algebra where
Q is a quiver without oriented eycles and Ko(A) = /Zn thc Gtothendieck group.
The Euler form XA : ~n -+ ~ is the quadratic form associated to thc bilin
ear form ((X], [YJ) = 2:~o(_l)i dimk Ext~ (X, V). Then XA is a unit form.
Important instances are the following: if A is tarne concealed, then XA is 110n
negative and corank XA = 1; if A is a tubular algebra, then XA is non-negative
and corank XA = 2. Moreover in these eases corank XA ::::: corank+XA, wherc
corank+XA is the maximal number of linearly independent positive vcctors in
rad XA.
We study non-negative semi-unit forms q : 7ln -t 7l with the property tlmt
corank q = corank+ q = 2. Using the method of deflations we cla..r;sify these
farIns and show the strueture of rad+ q = {v E rad q : v ~ O} as an integral
lattice. We show that for a general non-negative semi-lmit form q which is r.on
nected (that is, the bigraph of q is eonneeted)I there is a unique Dynkin diagram
d and an invertible 7l-transformation T : 7l tl -t /Zn such that qT = lJo (f.) q~,

where qo is the zero form in Olle variable, S = corank q and q = lJ6 is thc positive
form associated to ß. As a eonsequence we show the following results.

Theorem (joint with Barot): Let A be a strongly simply connected algebr·a..
Then A is derived equivalent to a tubular algebra with more than 6 ver·tiees iJj
XA is non-negative with corank XA =2 and XA is 01 type JE", p = 6,7,8.

Theorem: Let A be a strongly simply connected algebra. AsstL1ne XA is n01l
negative and XA is 01 type lE" (p = 6,7,8), then A is a tarne algebra 01 polyno
mial growth (and moreover corank XA :5 2).

T. Pm,ASHVILI

Leibniz alg'ebras and Leibniz representations

A Leibniz algebra is a vector space 9 equipped with a linear map

[,]:g/8lg-tg

satisfying the equatioll

(x, (y, zn = [(x, y], zJ - [[x, zJ, y].

Clearly any Lie algebra is a Leibniz algebra. A Leibniz representation of a
Leibniz algebra 9 is a veetar space M equipped with two actions

{,]:g®M-+M, [,]:M0g-tM
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for which the following holds

[m, [X, y]] = [[m, xLy] - [(m, y], x]
[x, [m,y]] = [[x,mLy] - [(x,y],m]
[x, [y,m]] = [[xty],m] - [[x,m]tY]'

Starting with a Lie algebra 9 and a Lie algebra representation M, one can
consider two Leibniz representations MB and MO, for which

[x,rn} == -[m, x] and [x,rn] = 0,

respectively.
Now assurne 9 is a classical semi-simple Lie algebra over a field of characteristic
zero. And let [..(g) denote the category of finite dimensional Leibniz represen
tations of g. We prove that gl dirn IL(g) = 2. Moreover one can describe 'the
Gabriel quiver for lL(g), which shows that it is tarne only for 9 = sl(2) (here 9
is 1l0W a simple Lie algebra). The corresponding quiver looks as follows ;,':J-'

o
with one relation at 0:
the product of the corresponding edges is zero.

M. REINEKE

Muitiplicative properties of dual canonical hases of quantum groups

Let U be tbe quantized enveloping algebra (over Q(v» oftype A, U+ its positive
part, 8 c U+ Lusztig's canonical basis , B* the dual of ß with respect to the
standard inner product of U+ .
Berenstein and Zelevinsky studied multiplicative properties of ß* cf'lltering
around the following notions:
bi, b~ in ß* quasicommute if b;bi = vDbib;, and they are multiplicative if
brb2 = vDb* for some b* E 8*, D E tl.
They conjectured: if two elements of B* quasicommute, they are multiplicative;
there exists a (conjecturally finite) subset P c B* such that all b* E B* equal
v D times a quasicommuting product of elements of P.
(This is true' für type A21 A31 where P consists of so-called quantum minors.)
The topic of the talk was to present the following results:

15
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- if t.wo elements of B* quasicommute, where one of them is a 'smalI' quantml1
ruinor, then they are multiplicative.

- One 'chamber' of B* (given by linear inequalities if B* is parametrized appro
priately) consists of products of quantum minors.

l\1oreover, P I- {quantum minors} even for type A4 •

Our main to~l is llingel's Hall algebra approach; in particular we use

thc connection between B and degenerations of representations of quivers
observed by Lusztig,

- tllP. description of the coloured graph structure of B in terms of representations
of quivers (M.R.).

l\'Ioreover, Hall algebras seeru to give a (partial) explanation why B* may be
better <:uited for studying multiplicative properties than 8 .

.J. H. SCHRÖER

Hammocks for string algebras

Let k be an algebraically closed field, A a finite-dimensional k-algebra and radA
t.hc radical of A-mod (= category of finite-dimensionnl A-modules). Let I be an
ideal in A-mod and 11, a finite ordinal. Define In = / ..... I. For a limit nunlber
[-J let Iß = no<ß /0 .. If Q is any infinite ordiIial (thus 0: = ß + 11. where ß is a
limit number and n a finite ordinal) then define IO = (Iß)n+l. Set nil(A) = 00

if nn rad ~ :f:. O. Otherwise, let nil(A) = min{o: Irad Ä = O}. Denot"e the first
limit number by w, the second by w . 2, etc.. The smallest limit numher which
is not of the, form wn is denoted by w 2 •

Theorem: Let A be astring algebm (definition see (BR}). Then the followin.9
(J,7'e e.quivalent:

1. llil(A) < 00,

2. nil(A) < w2 ,

,'j. A i,c; domestic.

Theorem: Let (1, 1) f:. (n, d) E :IN x :IN. Then one can constrnct an alge1Jra
Awu+d such that nil(Awn+d) =wn + d.

Remarks:

1. Exalnples of this type were known before only for nil(A) ::; w + 8.
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2. nil(A) is not a limit number.

3. Our proofs use a generalization of the concept of hammocks as introduced
by S. Brenner in 1984.

IBR] M. C. R. Butler, C. M. Ringel: Auslander-Reiten sequences with lew mid
dIe ternlS and applications to string algebras. Comm. Alg. 15(1987), 145-179.

L. UNGER

The genus of the graph of tilting modules (after a work of Michael
Ungruhe)

Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a fieldk, and let modA be the cat
egory of finite dimensional left A-modules. A A-module T is called a tiltfng
module, if its projective dimension is finite, if Ext~ (T, T) = 0 for all i > 0 and if
thcre is an exact sequence 0 ~ AA ~ Tl ~ ... ~ TT ~ 0, where the modules
Ti are direct sums of direct summands of T.
Let [ denote the set of tilting modules over A, up to isomorphism. We associate
with E a graph Gasfollows: the vertices of G are the elements of E, and there
is an edge T-T' if T and T' differ by one indecomposable direct summand;and

. if Ext~(T,T') 1: 0 or Ext~(T',T) /; O.
Examples show that n, tbe graph of tilting modules, may be very complicated.
A measure for the complexity of a graph is its genus. .

Definition: A graph G has genus 7(G) = n, ij n is the minimal genus 0/ a
sur/ace where we can embed G without crossings.

Dctennining the. genus of a graph is in general a very difficult problem. The
following result shows, that the feeling, that the graph of tilting modules may
be complicated, is correct.

Theorem (Ungruhe): For alt n E lN there is an algebra An such th"atttJie
genus 0/ the corresponding graph 0/ tilting modules is n.

The proof is constructive. Ir An denotes the path algebra of the quiver
1'2 1'3 Vn-l

V
2t-=-3F4t- ... t-n-1 t- n

Cl /VI

7 (5~

bound by the relations aß = 76, 0 = ßc = 6c = ßVI = 6Vl and Vi-lVi = 0 for
2 :$ i:$ n - 1, then the corresponding graph of tilting modules has genus n.
An is representation finite, directed and has orbit graph
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0\
0-1-2-···-n

'oJ
o

.llE XIAO

Root vectors arising from Auslander-Reiten quivers

According to the canonical isomorphismbetween the Ringel-Hall algebra 1t(A)
a.nd thc positive part U+ of the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum group Uq(g), where
t.hc finite dimensional hereditary algebra A and the semisimple Lie algebra 9

enjoy a common Dynkin diagram. We get an algorithm to decompose the root
vectors into the combinations of monomials of the canonical generators Ei in
thc quantum group only depending on the structure of the Auslander-Reiten
quiver of A. We state our main results as follows:

Proposition: Let VA be an indecomposable projertive A-module, Va be the
simTJle top oJ V),. Let rad V), = ml VßJ ffi ... ffi m n \'ßn 1 where Vo" 1 ~ I ::; n,

(lre orthogonal indecomposable projective A-modules. Then ml = (~,~t;) Jor

1 ~ I ::; n, and we have in the Hall algebra 1l(A):

mt.···.m...
U), = L (_l)it+ ...+in (v!(ßd)mJ-it ... (v~(ßn»)mn-inx

it, .... in=O

Proposition: Let 0 -t Va -4 ml VßJ E9 ... ffi m n VO... -t VT-l a -4 0 be an
AtLslander-Reiten sequence and (VßJ'" . ,VOn) be orthogonal exceptional mod
ules. Then in the Ifall algebra 1t(A), we haue

nll.···,m..
',l"(o) L (-lrt+...+rn (v-e(ßd)(mt-rd(mt-l) ... (v-~(On»)(mn-rn)(mn-l)X

rt, .. ·,r.. =O
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where fJa is the derivation corresponding to Va.

G. ZWARA

Degenerations of modules over finite dimensional algebras

Let modA(d) be an affine variety of d-dimensional A-modules. The general
linear group GLd{k) acts on modA(d) by conjugation and orbits correspond to
isoIllorphism classes of d-dimensional A-modules. Let M, N E modA(d). One
says that M degenerates to N (M ~deg N) iff N E GLd(k) . M. This defines a
partial order on the set modA(d)j ~.
There are known other partial orders ~e:rt and ~ defined in terms of extensions
and homomorphisms as folIows: ,.

.M ~e:rt N : {=:=? there exist exact sequences
o-+ UI --t M --t VI --t 0
o-+ U2 --t UI E9 VI -+ V2 -+ 0

with N = V s ffi Vs.

M ~ N : {::;:::::} dimk HOIDA(M, X) ~ dimk HomA(N, X) for all A-modules X.

Then the following implications hold

M ~e:tt N => M ~deg N => M ~ N.

But even for very simple representation-finite algebras there is a proper degen
eration M <deg N with indecomposable module N (so M 1:.ezt N).
First aim of the talk is to introduce a new partial order

M ~R N : {:::::::> there is an exact sequence
o-t N -+ M EB Z -t Z -+ 0 for same A-module Z;

and to show that it is a "better" order than the order ~e:rt•.

Second aim of the talk was to present same results showing when the order ~deg

and other orders coincide.

Berichterstatter: M. Reineke
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